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1. Introduction

HŽ Infrastruktura prepared its 2020 Safety Report for the public this year as well, but this time with special pride because the
European Parliament and the Council declared 2021 the European Year of Rail and the railway was entrusted with a very
important role in implementing the European Green Deal.
The strategic goal of EU is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
from transport by 90 percent by 2050. Among other things, this
is planned to be achieved by transporting a signiﬁcant part of
land freight by rail and inland waterways, which is now being
transported by road. Therefore, it is of key importance to further
develop the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) and
invest efforts into increasing the efﬁciency of rail freight corridors.
HŽ Infrastruktura, as the manager of railway infrastructure in
Croatia, also manages railway sections that are part of two railway freight corridors, the Mediterranean Corridor (RFC 6 - state
border with Hungary - Zagreb - Rijeka) and the Alpine - Western
Balkans corridor (RFC 10 - Savski Marof - Zagreb - Vinkovci state border with Serbia). That is the reason why our strategic
projects for the construction and modernization of the railway
network on these corridors are extremely important. For strategic projects, ﬁnancing was secured mostly from European
funds. I am proud that, with enormous effort and expertise of
our employees, we are the largest beneﬁciary of European funds in the transport sector in the Republic of Croatia.
On the Mediterranean corridor, the works on the container
terminal Rijeka Brajdica are in the ﬁnal phase, and the completion of works on the container terminal at the Zagreb pier is
expected. This year, we expect the beginning of modernization
between Hrvatski Leskovac and Karlovac on that corridor, and
works on the part of the railway line from Dugo Selo via Koprivnica to the state border with Hungary are in progress. The rest
of the modernization of the route of the Mediterranean Corridor
from Karlovac to Rijeka is in the design phase.

On the Alpine - Western Balkans freight corridor, works on the
sections Savski Marof - Zagreb and Vinkovci - Vukovar are in
progress, and project documentation for the sections Dugo Selo
- Novska and Okučani - Vinkovci is being prepared. It should be
mentioned that in addition to European co-ﬁnancing, the system
of signalling and interlocking devices has already been modernized at the intersection of two corridors at Zagreb Main Railway
Station, and that the sections Okučani - Novska and Vinkovci Tovarnik - state border have been modernized in accordance with
interoperability requirements.
In addition to the interventions on the mentioned corridors, this
year we expect the completion of modernization and electriﬁcation of the section Zaprešić - Zabok and the preparation of project documentation for the project "Railway connection within
the functional region of Central Croatia - Lepoglava Connection", which are also co-ﬁnanced by EU funds. Intensive renewal
works are carried out on the section Ogulin - Moravice, Greda Sunja, Varaždin - Čakovec and Virovitica - Pitomača.
In the context of increasing the level of safety and based on the
National Program for Resolving Level Crossings for the period
from 2018 to 2022, two projects for the modernization of a total
of 145 level crossings have to be mentioned. You can ﬁnd out more about them in the following text.
Given that carelessness and non-compliance with trafﬁc rules
by third parties are still a very common cause of irregular events on our network, we continue to carry out the educational and
preventive "The Train is Always Faster" campaign to raise public
awareness of trafﬁc participants, primarily children and young
people, on how to behave safely in the railway area. In 2020, due
to the situation caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, HŽ Infrastruktura has reduced direct contact with pupils and trafﬁc participants, however, it has increased its activities through the media.

President of HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. Management Board

Ivan Kršić, M.Sc.Civ.Eng.
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2. Basic Information on HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o.

HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. is a limited liability company, 100 per
cent owned by the Republic of Croatia and the infrastructure
manager in the Republic of Croatia. The network of railway
lines is 2,617 kilometres long, out of which 37.1 % of lines are
electriﬁed, and 10.5 % are double-track lines.
Along the HŽ Infrastruktura network, there are 109 tunnels,
544 bridges, 558 ofﬁcial locations and 1,499 level crossings.
As of December 31, 2020, HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. employed
4,922 people.
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3. Organization Chart of HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o.
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4. Safety in 2020

When comparing the 2020 data and the 2015-2019 period
average, there was a signiﬁcant 12.5 % decrease in irregular events (serious accidents, accidents and incidents). At
this point, recklessness of third parties has to be especially
mentioned, which still makes a major part of why irregular
events occur.
In 2020, there were 10 serious accidents, which makes a
decrease of 37.5% as compared to a 5-year average. Five
serious accidents occurred as a consequence of railway vehicles in operation colliding with persons who crossed the
track negligently, i.e., who moved along the tracks in places
not designed for such purposes, while four serious accidents occurred at level crossings. One serious accident was
caused by a power surge after climbing a locomotive.
In 2020, there were 59 accidents, which makes an increase
of 11% as compared to a 5-year average. Most of these accidents (44%) related to irregular events at level crossings.
There were 26 accidents (7 at level crossings protected by
signalling and interlocking devices, and 19 at level crossings protected by road signs).
The total number of fatalities (without suicides) has decreased by 39% as compared to a 5-year average, i.e. 10 people
died, four of them at level crossings, and ﬁve people came
under a train because they crossed the tracks in places not
designated for such a purpose. One person died because of
a high-voltage power surge after having climbed on a locomotive. As compared to a 5-year average, the number of
seriously injured persons was reduced by 20% (12 seriously
injured persons). In 2020, there were 13 suicides, which is
46% less as compared to a 5-year average. Seven attempted
suicides were recorded as well, among which six ended in
serious injuries.

In 2020, out of 69 serious accidents and accidents, 30
occurred at level crossings, which still remain black spots
according to the place of origin of irregular events with
fatalities and serious injuries. It should be pointed out that,
from a total of 30 serious accidents/accidents, 9 of them
(38%) occurred at level crossings protected by interlocking
and signalling devices, which further points to a great lack
of discipline among other trafﬁc participants, primarily
road vehicle drivers. After level crossing accidents, the next
group of irregular events is made up of railway vehicles in
operation colliding with persons crossing the track negligently, i.e. persons moving across the tracks in places not
designed for such purposes. In 2020, 13 such events occurred, and on this occasion, we would like to warn everyone
to cross the tracks in designated places, i.e., not to loiter or
move around the tracks or railway line, because by doing
so, they are putting themselves directly at risk of possibly
experiencing a collision with a train which can result in serious, mostly fatal consequences.

Road trafﬁc
fatalities 98%

Fatalities
at LCs 2%
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5. Level Crossings and Pedestrian Crossings

A level crossing (LC) is a place of intersection of a railway line
or an industrial track and a road at the same level. It can also
include an intersection of a railway line with a pedestrian
footway or a bicycle lane or other paths intended for crossing
by people, animals, vehicles or machines. An intersection of a
railway line and another road has to be constructed in such a
way so as to make trafﬁc operations on the railway line and on
another road ﬂow safely, and that the safety of all trafﬁc participants is guaranteed.

On the railway network of HŽ Infrastruktura, all LCs and
pedestrian crossings (PCs) are marked with appropriate
technical safety devices. The level of safety is in accordance
with national plans for the development and maintenance of
level crossings and it is determined by legal regulations, which
specify the safety level for each speciﬁc LC and PC.

5.1. The Number and Protection of LCs and PCs in Croatia

LCs and PCs
protected by
PZ (MO)
+ visibility
triangle
916

LCs and PCs protected by an automatic or mechanical device
Mechanical
barriers with
manual lifting
43

TOTAL
LC + PC
SV + ZV + POL
413

SV + ZV (MO)
127

1,499

PZ (MO) + visibility triangle – road signs and visibility triangle (pass-by boundary markers at pedestrian crossings)
SV + ZV + POL – light-acoustic signals and half-barriers
SV + ZV (MO) – light-acoustic signals (next to pedestrian crossings and pass-by boundary marker)
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5.2. Analysis of Irregular Events at LCs and PCs

SERIOUS ACCIDENTS 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

At
LCs

protected by
signalling and
interlocking
devices

4

0

5

5

3

2

protected by
trafﬁc signs

2

2

1

2

2

2

Pedestrian
crossing

0

0

0

0

1

0

6

2

6

7

6

4

Serious
accidents total:

ACCIDENTS

At
LCs

protected by
signalling and
interlocking
devices

9

8

9

5

9

7

protected by
trafﬁc signs

14

17

22

24

15

19

Pedestrian
crossing

1

0

0

1

1

0

24

25

31

30

25

26

Total accidents:

A serious accident is an irregular event in railway trafﬁc, in
which at least one person died, and/or ﬁve or more people
suffered serious injuries, and/or material damages are
higher than two million euros.

An accident is an irregular event in railway trafﬁc with
damaging effects, such as serious bodily injuries inﬂicted on
up to four people and material damages which can be
estimated at up to 2 million euros.

In 2020, four serious accidents occurred at level crossings,
i.e., two at level crossings protected by interlocking and
signalling devices, and two at level crossings protected by
trafﬁc signs. The number of serious accidents at LCs has
decreased by 26 % as compared to a 5-year average.

In 2020, there were 26 accidents at level crossings, i.e.,
seven at level crossings with interlocking and signalling
devices and 19 at level crossings with trafﬁc signs. As related
to a 5-year average, the number of accidents at level crossings has decreased by 3.7 per cent.

Serious accidents at LCs and PCs

Accidents at LCs and PCs
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Accidents at Level Crossings in 2020

MURSKO dg-(Lendava)
SREDIŠĆE
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LUDBREG
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5.3. Analysis of Consequences of Irregular Events at LCs and PCs

FATALITIES

At
LCs

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

protected by
signalling and
interlocking
devices

6

0

6

6

3

2

protected by
trafﬁc signs

2

2

1

2

2

2

Pedestrian
crossing

0

0

0

0

1

0

8

2

7

8

6

4

Total fatalities:

In 2020, four people died in railway accidents at level crossings, of whom one road vehicle driver, and three co-drivers.

SERIOUSLY INJURED

At
LCs

protected by
signalling and
interlocking
devices

7

2

2

1

1

2

protected by
trafﬁc signs

4

3

3

4

5

4

Pedestrian
crossing

0

0

0

0

0

0

11

5

5

5

6

6

Total seriously
injured:

In 2020, six people were seriously injured in railway accidents at level crossings, of whom ﬁve road vehicle drivers
and one motorcycle driver.

Fatalities at LCs and PCs
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5.4. Overview of Characteristic Accidents at Level Crossings

• On January 2, 2020, at 8.16 pm between Vinkovci and Županja
stations, at Županja level crossing, protected by road signs and
a visibility triangle, a road vehicle came under a passenger
train. The driver of the road vehicle was severely injured. Four
trains were delayed 119 minutes. The road vehicle driver was
responsible for the accident.
• On April 26, 2020, at 8.20 pm between Savski Marof and
Zaprešić stations, at Brdovec level crossing, protected by light
and audio signalling, a road vehicle came under a freight train.
The driver of the road vehicle and one passenger were slightly
injured, and the second passenger died. Three trains were
delayed 1050 minutes. The road vehicle driver was responsible
for the accident.
• On May 23, 2020, at 1.54 pm between Osijek and Vinkovci
stations, at Ostrovo level crossing, protected by road signs and
a visibility triangle, a road vehicle came under a freight train.
The driver of the road vehicle was severely injured, and the
front-seat passenger died. The road vehicle driver was responsible for the accident.
• On July 19, 2020, at 8.29 am at Delnice station, at Delnice
level crossing, protected by light and audio signalling, a road
vehicle came under a freight train. The driver of the road
vehicle was severely injured. Four trains were delayed 418
minutes. The road vehicle driver was responsible for the
accident.
• On August 13, 2020, at 2.30 pm between Zagreb Glavni kolodvor and Hrvatski Leskovac stations, at Kata Mlinarić level
crossing, protected by light and audio signalling, a road vehicle
came under a passenger train. The driver of the road vehicle
was killed. Seven trains were delayed 724 minutes. The road
vehicle driver was responsible for the accident.
• On September 7, 2020, at 3.11 pm at Sisak station, at Pračno
level crossing, protected by a barrier, a road vehicle came
under a freight train. The driver of the road vehicle was severely injured. Eleven trains were delayed 559 minutes. Railway
employee, who was supposed to secure the level crossing, was
responsible for the accident.
• On September 26, 2020, at 10.55 am between Jalžabet and
Hrvatski Ludbreg stations, at Vrbanovec level crossing,
protected by road signs and a visibility triangle, a road vehicle
came under a passenger train. The driver of the road vehicle
was severely injured, and the front-seat passenger died. Three
trains were delayed 182 minutes.
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5.5. Half-Barrier/Barrier Breakage

HALF-BARRIER/
BARRIER BREAKAGE

Number of breakages 501

447

525

452

435

378

In 2020, there were 378 half-barrier/barrier breakages at
level crossings. Since half-barriers/barriers at level crossings
were broken immediately prior to passing of the train for which
they were lowered, every half-barrier/barrier breakage could
have led to an accident. Material damages to HŽ Infrastruktura
due to half-barrier breakage in 2020 were estimated at HRK 0.5
million.
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5.6. The Programme for Resolving Level Crossing Protection in Croatia

The Programme for Resolving Level Crossings and Pedestrian
Crossings (hereinafter: Programme) was adopted under the
Law on Safety and Interoperability of the Rail System. It
contains an overview of the existing LCs and PCs on railway
lines, with a plan and order of resolving level crossings, which
are considered not ﬁnally resolved. The foreseen ways of
resolving LCs and PCs across the railway line within the
Programme are the following:
• grade separation
• cancellation with or without building parallel roads
• protection by devices
• upgrade or change of the existing way of protection by devices.
The 2018-2022 Programme for Resolving Level Crossings and
Pedestrian Crossings was adopted by the decision of the Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure, which also determined a priority list for resolving level crossings and pedestrian crossings across railway lines. The Programme encompasses crossings, which are being resolved, then crossings
included in project applications for which funding was secured,
as well as those which are not included in existing investment
programmes, but have to be secured.

Programme goals are the following:
• Provide an overview of the existing level crossings on railway
lines,
• Determine a priority list of resolving LCs and PCs, which are
not considered ﬁnally resolved, with a schedule to resolve
them,
• Determine ways of resolving every individual LC and PC by
applying foreseen legal ways: grade separation, cancellation
with or without building parallel roads, protection by devices,
upgrade or change of the existing way of protection by devices,
• Determine additional measures of improving the safety of
LCs and PCs.
Criteria for determining priorities in securing level crossings
by a device are prescribed under the Law on Safety and
Interoperability of the Rail System, as well as the Ordinance on
the Manner of Protecting Trafﬁc at Level Crossings and Pedestrian Crossings across a Railway Line.
Additionally, the Programme lists evaluation criteria, categorized in three groups according to LC safety components: rail,
road and crossing.

The purpose of the Programme is to improve the level of
protection for level crossings and pedestrian crossings with
the aim of increasing the safety of railway and road trafﬁc.
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5.7. Modernization of level crossings

Out of a total of 1,499 crossings, 916 of them (approximately
61.11 %) are protected by trafﬁc signs (St. Andrew’s cross and a
»STOP« sign) and a visibility triangle, 43 by mechanical barriers (approx. 2.87 %), 128 by light and audio signals (around 8.47
%), and 413 by light and sound signals and half-barriers
(around 27.55%).
In the year 2020, HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. also invested great
efforts in the implementation of the Programme for Resolving
Level Crossings and Pedestrian Crossings in order to make an
impact on minimizing the risk at the intersections of railways
and roads, and consequently, to reduce the number of trafﬁc
accidents and human casualties.
The foreword mentions projects of railway infrastructure modernization co-ﬁnanced by EU funds, most of which envisage
the modernization or grade separation of several dozens of level crossings (construction of overpasses or underpasses). The
reconstruction of railway sections ﬁnanced from other sources
is also mentioned, which also generally raises the level of
safety on these railway lines, but we are especially proud that
the implementation of two projects aimed exclusively at
modernizing level crossings is underway. It is the following:

14.

• Procurement and installation of equipment for securing 49
level crossings and one pedestrian crossing across the railway
line at 50 locations throughout the Croatian railway network.
The project started in 2019 and is worth HRK 73 million, and it
is ﬁnanced as part of the World Bank "Sustainable Croatian
Railways in Europe" project.
• Securing and modernizing 94 level crossings and one pedestrian crossing with a total value of HRK 208.7 million, for which
85% co-ﬁnancing of eligible costs from EU funds is provided.
The largest part of the included crossings is located in Bjelovar-Bilogora, Požega-Slavonia, Osijek-Baranja, Virovitica-Podravina and Varaždin counties, and they are on the lines for
both international and regional, as well as local trafﬁc. The
preparation of documentation for the public procurement
procedure is in progress.
Level crossings covered by these projects will be equipped
with modern signalling and interlocking devices that use light
signals in LED technology and high volume sound alarms for
the safe ﬂow of trafﬁc, and the vast majority of them will be
equipped with half-barriers. Several crossings will also be
grade separated. The pedestrian crossing from the second
mentioned project will also have a pass-by boundary marker.
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6. Other Irregular Events
6.1. Harm to Unauthorized Persons Outside LCs and PCs

In the 2015-2020 period, a series of irregular events occurred (serious accidents and accidents) as a consequence of reckless
behaviour of unauthorized persons crossing the tracks or moving alongside them in places where this is prohibited, which resulted in death, serious injuries, suspended train operation and material damages.
TYPE OF
IRREGULAR EVENT

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Serious accident

7

9

13

9

7

5

Accident

12

8

7

1

9

8

Collisions total

19

17

20

10

16

13

CONSEQUENCES

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Fatalities

7

9

13

10

7

5

Serious injuries

9

6

5

1

7

6

Suspended trafﬁc (h)

19

33

25

18

17

26

Train delays (min)

2366

8054

8061

2457

7876

6027

Trains cancelled

7

8

3

3

22

15

In 2020, there were 13 collisions of trains or railway vehicles with persons crossing the tracks or moving alongside the tracks
in places where this is not permitted. In the mentioned collisions, 5 people died and 6 were severely injured.

Characteristic Events
• On January 13, 2020, at 6.16 pm between Dugo Selo and Sesvete stations, a male person moving by the tracks died
under the wheels of a passenger train. Seventeen trains
were delayed 493 minutes. The person who died caused the
accident.

• On September 12, 2020, at 5.13 pm between Zvečaj and Generalski Stol stations, a male person was severely injured
under the wheels of a passenger train. Three trains were
delayed 1034 minutes. The persons who was severely
injured caused the accident.

• On March 28, 2020, at 9.23 pm, at Karlovac station, a male
person died under the wheels of a freight train. Four trains
were delayed 1332 minutes. The person who died caused
the accident.

• On October 28, 2020, at 2.57 pm between Zdenčina and Jastrebarsko stations, a male person died under the wheels of
a passenger train. Four trains were delayed 385 minutes.
The person who died caused the accident.

• On August 12, 2020, at 3.15 pm between Turopolje and Velika Gorica stations, a male person died under the wheels of a
passenger train. Six trains were delayed 285 minutes. The
persons who died caused the accident.

• On December 22, 2020, at 5.10 pm, between Zagreb Glavni
kolodvor and Zagreb Klara stations, a female person died
under the wheels of a passenger train. Nine trains were
delayed 655 minutes. The person who died caused the accident.
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6.2. Suicides and Attempted Suicides

EVENT TYPE

Suicides and attempted suicides

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Suicide

30

27

21

23

20

13

Attempted suicide

4

3

6

7

2

7

30
25
20
15

In 2020, there were 13 suicides and seven attempted suicides by leaping under a train.

10
5
0
2015
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2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

CONSEQUENCES

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Fatalities

30

27

21

23

20

13

Seriously injured

2

1

2

2

1

6

Suspended trafﬁc (h)

61

56

44

54

28

25

Train delays (min)

11236

8097

9191

12224

4873

9332

Trains cancelled

16

21

9

17

12

27
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6.3. Irregular Events as a Result of Train Stoning

EVENT TYPE
Train stoning

Number of train stonings

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
15

7

7

16

6

11

20
15
10
5
0

Article 4 of the Ordinance on the Internal Order in Railway
Traffic (Official Gazette 95/2017 and 57/18) prohibits throwing
any objects onto railway vehicles and cargo.

2015

2016

2017

2018.

2019

2020

CONSEQUENCES

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Seriously injured

0

0

0

0

0

0

Slightly injured

1

1

0

1

0

0

Suspended trafﬁc (h)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Train delays (min)

328

50

178

165

58

252

Trains cancelled

0

0

1

2

2

0

Material damages
(HRK)

63,401.48

42,100.00

17,284.55

107,237.10

31,303.20

105,000.00

Throwing objects at trains is considered an extremely harmful
action, which puts in danger the lives of passengers and railway employees, as well as railway property. In the 2015-2020
period, three persons suffered slight injuries due to train stoning (one railway employee and two passengers). Material
damages were also incurred in the amount of HRK 366,326.33,
and train delays were recorded in the total of 1031 minutes.
Perpetrators of train stoning were not found in all the cases.

The biggest number of train stoning cases has been recorded
on the route between Zagreb Main Railway Station and Dugo
Selo, which is 17 cases out of 62 in total.
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Characteristic events

• On March 18, 2015, at 8.18 pm between Garčin and Andrijevci
stations, unidentiﬁed persons stoned a passenger train and
inﬂicted light injuries to a passenger on the train.
• On February 1, 2016, at 11.05 am next to Sisak Caprag station,
unidentiﬁed persons stoned an overhead contact line maintenance vehicle, during which time a railway maintenance
employee was injured.
• On May 8, 2017, at 1.48 pm between Sesvete and Dugo Selo stations, unidentiﬁed persons stoned a passenger train and caused
HRK 6,000.00 material damages on the train.
• On March 14, 2018, at 8 pm between Solin and Split Predgrađe stations, unidentiﬁed persons stoned a passenger train and
inﬂicted light injuries to a passenger on the train, as well as
caused HRK 2,000.00 material damages on the train.
• On April 4, 2019, at 7.58 am between Zagreb Zapadni kolodvor
and Zagreb Glavni kolodvor stations, unidentiﬁed persons
stoned a passenger train and caused HRK 8,000.00 material damages on the train.
• On August 18, 2020, at 11.48 pm between Sisak and Sisak Caprag stations, unidentiﬁed persons stoned a passenger train
and caused material damages on the train in the amount of
HRK 25,000.00.
• On September 16, 2020, at 6.34 pm between Okučani and Nova Gradiška stations, unidentiﬁed persons stoned a passenger
train and caused material damages on the train in the amount
of HRK 20,000.00.
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6.4. Irregular Events Due to High Voltage Power Surges

Together with previously mentioned irregular events caused by
negligent behaviour of unauthorized persons crossing the
tracks or moving next to them in places where this is prohibited, it is also important to point out irregular events caused by
high voltage power surges. These irregular events do not make
up a major share in the total number of irregular events, but
they received special coverage in this brochure due to serious
consequences.
In the 2015-2020 period, among 17 recorded irregular events,
15 cases were a consequence of climbing onto wagons. In one
of the cases, the accident occurred while the person was climbing a catenary support, and in one case when a person was
climbing on a locomotive.
In these irregular events six persons died, and 12 were seriously injured. One person died and eight people up to 18 years
of age were seriously injured. These ﬁgures are alarming, and
they require wider social involvement in campaigns organized
by schools, parents and other social factors, such as the police.
For a number of years now, HŽ Infrastruktura representatives
have already been visiting schools and carrying out campaigns
in which they familiarize students with consequences of suffering a power surge.

TYPE OF
IRREGULAR EVENT

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Serious accident

0

2

1

2

0

1

Accident

1

5

4

1

0

0

Total

1

7

5

3

0

1

CONSEQUENCES

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Fatalities

0

2

1

2

0

1

Serious injuries

1

5

5

1

0

0

Characteristic events

• On January 8, 2018, at 6.40 pm at Zagreb Zapadni kolodvor
station, a male minor died from a power surge after climbing
onto a freight wagon and entering the danger zone.
• On May 11, 2018, at 6.30 pm, at Vinkovci station, a male minor
suffered serious injuries from a power surge after climbing
onto a freight wagon and entering the danger zone.
• On January 07, 2020 at 01.28 am at Tovarnik station, a male
person died from a power surge after climbing a locomotive
and entering the danger zone.
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Important facts about power surge consequences

Since the mentioned irregular events keep repeating from one
year to the next, it is important to once more point out several
important facts about the consequences of a power surge.
All parts of the overhead contact line which are regularly
energized, as well as all neutral (unearthed) parts of the
OHL, ARE ALWAYS ENERGIZED!
It is prohibited to touch any part of the catenary line, bracket
and parts on various sides of the insulator in the catenary, as
well as other conductors!
It is prohibited to approach catenary support, i.e. rails of the
tracks on which occurrences are observed or heard which
are not considered normal, such as sparks, glimmer, cracking or sizzling!
It is prohibited to approach at a distance shorter than ﬁve
meters or touch broken power lines, bridging feeder or
contact lines, as well as their other parts which have fallen
on the ground or are hanging above it!
It is prohibited to enter the danger zone, or approach energized parts of the overhead contact line at a distance shorter
than two meters!
The public erroneously believes that for an irregular event to
occur (a power surge), it is necessary to touch the energized
catenary line, but the truth is that this is a danger zone which
you should not enter for your own safety, and it includes a
diameter of up to two meters from all energized overhead line
parts.
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6.5. Markings for Prohibited Actions, Warnings and Notiﬁcations
on HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. Lines

In its business operations, HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. as the
infrastructure manager -in connection with maintaining internal order, protecting railway infrastructure and giving appropriate warnings to unauthorized persons, third persons or
passengers regarding prohibited actions and dangers on the
lines under its management- has a duty to prescribe the type
and appearance of markings for prohibited actions and warnings of dangers on the lines for which it is competent and put
them up in prescribed places, on the basis of a series of legal
regulations, such as the following: Law on Safety and Interoperability of the Rail System (OG No. 63/20), Defence Act (OG No.
73/13, 75/15, 27/16, 110/17, 30/18), Ordinance on Technical
Conditions to be Met by Railway Electric Power Infrastructure
Subsystem (Ordinance RH-404, OG No. 129/10 and 23/11),
Ordinance on Technical Conditions for Railway Trafﬁc Safety to
be Met by Railway Lines (Ordinance RH-600, OG 128/08),
Ordinance on Internal Order in Railway Trafﬁc (Ordinance
RH-652, OG 95/17 and 57/18) and Ordinance on Safety Signs (OG
No. 91/15, 102/15, 61/16).

Figure 1

Figure 2

According to their type, markings referring to prohibited actions and warnings of dangers on HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. lines
are divided into the following:
• Markings prohibiting crossing of rail lines/tracks and walking
on rail tracks
• No trespassing marking and prohibited unauthorized recording and photographing of facilities
• Train approach danger warning marking
• Power surge danger warning markings
• Power surge danger warning markings and prohibited climbing on wagons and catenary support
• Markings with notiﬁcation for psychological help

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Prohibition markings shown in the ﬁrst seven ﬁgures are put up in prescribed places on an open line, stations and stops; their purpose
is to warn persons who have an intention of trespassing on railway lines or track, i.e. walking without authorization on railway lines, that
these actions are prohibited for their own safety and rail system safety. At stations and other ofﬁcial locations, where international trains
stop for the transport of passengers, i.e. at stations located in tourist regions, additional bilingual markings are put up in Croatian and
English (markings like in Figure 2 and Figure 3). At stations and other ofﬁcial locations serving for the purposes of urban and suburban
passenger transport, at stations where international passenger trains stop and at stations located in tourist regions, markings shown in
Figures 5, 6 and 7 are used as an addition to markings in Figures 1, 2 and 3.
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No trespassing markings and prohibited unauthorized recording and photographing on the premises

Prohibition markings shown in Figures 8 and 9 are used to
designate buildings important for the defence of the Republic of
Croatia, where access is prohibited to unauthorized persons,
i.e., it is prohibited to record and photograph these buildings.
Prohibition markings shown in Figure 10 are used to designate
buildings, rooms and areas, where access is prohibited to
unauthorized persons (certain railway structures).

Figure 8

Figure 10

Figure 9

Unauthorized Access
Prohibited

Authorized Employees Only

Recording and Photographing
Prohibited

Train approach danger warning marking

Warning marking shown in Figure 11 is put up in stations and
other ofﬁcial locations with the aim of warning railway staff,
passengers and third parties that they are in an area where
they need to pay special attention while moving due to a danger
of approaching trains or other railway vehicles (for ex. moving
across platforms and arranged surfaces in the station area, i.e.
in the area of some other ofﬁcial location).
Figure 11

Power surge warning markings

Warning markings shown in Figures 12-15 are used in order to
warn of dangers due to power surges. Warning markings
shown in Figure 12 are put up on protective doors in front of
level crossings on electriﬁed lines and are intended for drivers
of road vehicles, especially freight vehicles. The same marking
is also used to mark railway power engineering facilities and
structures. The warning marking shown in Figure 13 is
installed onto disconnector drive casings and terminal
cabinets, while the warning signs in Figures 14 and 15 are put
onto catenary support.
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Figure 13

Figure 14

Figure 15
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Marking with warning against power surge danger and prohibited
climbing on wagons and catenary support

Marking shown in Figure 16 warns of dangers and prohibits
unauthorized persons to take actions shown or explained in the
ﬁgure. The mentioned marking is installed in the area of
electriﬁed stations or other ofﬁcial locations where wagons
are stabled on tracks, above which there is overhead contact
line voltage and where unauthorized climbing onto wagon and
catenary support has been recorded.

Figure 16

Marking with notiﬁcation about psychological help

Marking with notiﬁcation shown in Figure 17 is put up in areas
where there were frequent cases of suicide or attempted
suicide, with the aim of preventing them from happening or
providing psychological assistance at the right time.
It should be pointed out that the railway system is one of the
safest systems for the transport of passengers and goods, but
it also presents a danger for third parties, unauthorized
persons, as well as for passengers because of its infrastructure subsystems and railway vehicles, if they do not abide by
the prescribed rules on allowed movement and manner of
conduct in the railway area. With the aim of prevention and
providing information on prohibited actions, as well as warnings of various dangers all across the railway area, these
markings will be put up, since observing the prescribed bans,
warnings and notiﬁcations is a common interest.
Figure 17
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7. Thefts of Rail Property in Croatia

THEFTS

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Number of thefts

127

107

71

69

59

13

Estimated material
damages (HRK)

HRK 0.7 million

HRK 1.4 million

HRK 0.7 million

HRK 0.5 million

HRK 0.13 million

HRK 0.06 million

In the 2015-2020 period, there was a total of 448 recorded thefts, and in 2020, there were 13 thefts. In 2020, all thefts related to
copper cables. Estimated material damages in the 2015-2020 period amounted to HRK 3.49 million, and in 2020, this was HRK 0.06
million. Besides signiﬁcant material damages, thefts cause great irregularities in trafﬁc operations and train delays.

Number of thefts

Estimated material damages in HRK million
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Places with the most number of thefts in 2020

MURSKO dg-(Lendava)
SREDIŠĆE
dg-(Središće ob Dravi)

KOTORIBA

dg-(Rogatec)

dg-(Murakeresztur)

ČAKOVEC

VARAŽDIN

LUDBREG

dg-(Gyekenyes)

ÐURMANEC
LEPOGLAVA
GOLUBOVEC

dg-(Imeno)
KRAPINA
ZABOK

BOTOVO

SVETI KRIŽ
ZAČRETJE
KRIŽEVCI

GORNJA
STUBICA

ZAGREB
GK SESVETE

dg-(Dobova)

KOPRIVNICA

ZAPREŠIĆ
H. LESKOVAC
HORVATI

SV. IVAN
ŽABNO

KLOŠTAR

GRADEC
VRBOVEC

BJELOVAR

dg-(Magyarboly)
BELI
MANASTIR

VIROVITICA

BRCKOVLJANI
MALA OSTRNA

DUGO
SELO

BELIŠĆE

SLATINA

dg-(Metlika)

VELIKA
GORICA

KAMANJE

MRACLIN

BIZOVAC

DARUVAR

OSIJEK

dg-(Bogojevo)

dg-(Ilirska Bistrica)
dg-(Podgorje)
ŠAPJANE
BUZET
JURDANI
RIJEKA
LUPOGLAV
BAKAR
PAZIN

KARLOVAC
MORAVICE
ŠKRLJEVO

PETRINJA

SISAK
SISAK
CAPRAG KUTINA

ERDUT
BANOVA
JARUGA

NAŠICE

VELIKA

PAKRAC
LIPIK

DELNICE

SUNJA

NOVSKA

ČAGLIN

VUKOVAR

ÐAKOVO
VINKOVCI

POŽEGA

OGULIN
OKUČANI

VOLINJA

OŠTARIJE

SLAVONSKI
BROD

NOVA
GRADIŠKA

dg-(Dobrljin)

STRIZIVOJNA
- VRPOLJE

TOVARNIK
dg-(Šid)

SLAVONSKI
ŠAMAC

NOVA KAPELA
-BATRINA

dg-(Bosanski Šamac)

RAŠA

ŽUPANJA

DRENOVCI
dg-(Brčko)

PULA

PERUŠIĆ
GOSPIĆ

dg-(Martin Brod)

GRAČAC

ZADAR
KNIN

BENKOVAC

DRNIŠ
ŠIBENIK
PERKOVIĆ

SPLIT

dg-(Čapljina)
PLOČE

METKOVIĆ

DUBROVNIK

Places with the most number of thefts in 2020
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8. Educating the Public
8.1. “The Train is Always Faster” Campaign and ILCAD

“The Train is Always Faster”

During the workshops, the following is attempted:

In 2000, Croatian Railways launched a preventive and educational campaign "The Train is Always Faster", which was meant
for children. The aim was to teach children how to behave next
to the railway line, what are all the dangers of playing on the
railway line and crossing the tracks, but given that most of the
victims in road trafﬁc at level crossings are drivers, HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. dedicated a special campaign to road vehicle
drivers within the scope of the whole campaign. Despite constant investments in devices to secure level crossings, accidents continue to occur. These are accidents in which in 99
percent of cases reckless road vehicle drivers are to blame.
According to the existing signalling, the train always has an
advantage. Therefore, you can only say that a road vehicle
went under the wheels of a train or even collided with it, and
not the other way around (that the train collided with a motor
vehicle).

• warn of other undesirable and dangerous behaviours,
such as playing on the track and along the track, climbing
wagons or throwing stones at trains
• warn of possible technical failures because, although this
is very rare, technical failures are also possible on the
equipment of level crossings and caution is always necessary.
• warn children in an appropriate way about the consequences of improper crossing of level crossings
• inﬂuence children to share their new knowledge about the
dangers of crossing level crossings with family and friends,
in order to repeat to themselves what they have heard, but
also to spread the message that caution is necessary.

Objectives of education
By obtaining a driver's license, drivers also learn all the rules
of how to safely cross the railway line. Nevertheless, accidents
occur at intersections of road and railway. When it comes to
working with drivers, the purpose of the campaign is to awaken/ renew awareness of one's own responsibility and emphasize the need to observe trafﬁc signs and regulations. Participation in trafﬁc with attention and care is the main prerequisite
for safety.
With the help of the police, warning campaigns are being carried out at level crossings. During a conversation, drivers are
warned about how important careful driving is, as well as about various distractions that signiﬁcantly reduce the level of
concentration. One of major problems is using a mobile phone,
even writing text messages while driving. The causes of an
accident can be both haste and impatience.
When children are concerned, "The Train is Always Faster"
campaign is held in primary schools and includes workshops
aimed at familiarizing children with risks and rules of conduct,
and checking if they have understood the following:
- that level crossings are safe if used in compliance with
prescribed rules
- that there are three main types of risks:
• Mistake of trafﬁc participant
• Deliberate non-observance of trafﬁc signs
• Reduced level of concentration due to use of earphones and
mobile phones in trafﬁc.
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Since 2011, the educational and preventive campaign entitled
"The Train is Always Faster" has been a part of the international ILCAD campaign, which is an abbreviation that stands for
the International Level Crossing Awareness Day.
Since all railways in the world have a problem with safety and
accidents at level crossings, the aim of this international campaign is to warn of the importance of one’s own responsibility
and to raise the level of awareness of the dangers at level
crossings. In line with this, it was completely logical for the
"Train is Al- ways Faster" campaign to join ILCAD.
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8.2. Education at Elementary Schools

The Train is Always Faster” campaign targets the following
particularly important groups of children:
- Children living near railway lines
- Children crossing the tracks daily on their way to school
- Children who, at the beginning of their secondary school
education, travel alone more often and cross the tracks and
city roads.
The course of workshops
The course of workshops mainly depends on the interaction
with children and their engagement, experiences and age. The
basic work programme with children is as follows:
- Introduction of HŽ Infrastruktura teams
- Short overview of how the railway has developed and its
inﬂuence on the development of the economy
- Familiarization with railway professions
- Explanation and deﬁnition of the term level crossing
- A round of questions, such as the following:
• How do you go to school? (On foot, by bike….)
• Do you have to cross the road on your way to school?
• Do you have to cross the tracks on your way to school?
• What is the safe way to cross the road/tracks?
• In which place is it safe to cross the railway tracks?

Since 2013, at the same time as “The Train is Always Faster”
campaign, the “Create, Don't Destroy“ campaign has been carried
out. The aim of this campaign is to encourage older elementary
school pupils how to treat public property properly, make them
aware of the problems connected with vandalism and damages
which arise by such undesirable behaviour.
Pupils taking part in debate workshops are encouraged to express
their critical opinion and creative ways of reducing the number of
cases of destructive actions by their peers. The main goal is to
make them aware of the condition and degree of damages to public
spaces and to encourage them not to approve of their destruction.
It is also important to point out that everyone can contribute to the
conservation and improvement of public spaces and with their own
positive example inﬂuence others from their surroundings.
Direct communication with children enables concrete target
groups to be reached and is much more effective than advertising
in the media. Of course, the media should be used through PR
activities and even for advertising, but the problem is that the
media are congested with advertisements, but also with texts that
take away the space and interest of readers or viewers. Unfortunately, media attention is focused on the issue of level crossing
safety only when an accident occurs.
According to the average coverage for the previous years, in 2020
it was planned to include up to 1,500 pupils in educational and preventive campaigns in primary schools and about 500 trafﬁc participants (drivers, cyclists and pedestrians), who are around level crossings and in the railway environment daily.

- Pupils are instructed to observe trafﬁc signs and safety
- Special attention is given to dangerous and undesirable behaviour:
• Climbing on wagons and power surge consequences
• Climbing on overhead contact line bearing structures
• Playing on the tracks or next to them
• Movement on the tracks or just next to them
• Throwing objects (stones) at trains
• Wearing earphones and use of mobile phones in trafﬁc.

At the beginning of February (February 7, 2020), an educational-preventive campaign was carried out in the "Oton Iveković" elementary
school, at which95 students of lower and higher grades participated. Due to the new situation caused by the coronavirus pandemic,
measures of the Civil Protection Headquarters and the earthquake in the Zagreb area, direct campaigns were postponed for safer times.
The International Level Crossing Awareness Day (ILCAD), which is celebrated every year in early June (in 2020 it was marked on June 11),
was not physically held, but railway etiquette was promoted through other communication channels. An important communication channel is the application of the "The Train is Aways Faster" Facebook page, which, in addition to informal communication, among other things
offers fun characters and heroes, so the educational content becomes close to users and sends an easy-to-remember message.
The implementation of the campaign in 2021 depends primarily on the development of the epidemiological situation.
In order to compensate for the lack of workshops in schools, HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. intensiﬁed its activities through the media during
2020. Numerous articles have been published on various internet portals. The series of already produced feature and animated videos
are used on all available media: from television, through portals to social networks. These educational videos are also published on the
website of HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o., where they are always available.
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8.3. Safety and the Media

Accidents at level crossings make up a small part of road
accidents, about 1.5 per mille, but they are repeatedly covered
in the public. About three percent of all road fatalities also
occur at these same level crossings, but these are accidents
caused in 99 percent of cases by the recklessness of road
vehicle drivers. However, the reﬂection of such events in the
public is most often that the railway is to blame for them.
Therefore, in the event of accidents on the railway line or within
railway infrastructure, correct reporting and media support in
educating the public are very important. It can be seen that the
media is well informed about the preventive and educational
campaigns of HŽ Infrastruktura entitled "The Train is Always
Faster" and "Create, do not Destroy", and that their main messages are conveyed not just in text form, but also enriched
with visual displays of danger warnings and prohibited actions.
During 2019, six already mentioned videos on the topic of safety
were produced, three of which were animated and intended for
the children. Topics related to dangerous behaviours, such as
the use of mobile phones and headphones in trafﬁc, climbing
on wagons, the danger of electric shock, throwing stones at a
train and disregarding trafﬁc signs were covered. In three
feature videos intended for young people and adults, the focus
is on the risk of electric shock, breaking of half-barriers and
desire line crossings.
One of the dangers to which the younger population is primarily
exposed and which in recent years has taken on almost
epidemic proportions, of which HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. warns
as part of its campaign, is the use of various devices when cross-

Even the birds know it!
Stop. Think. The train is always faster!

SAFETY STARTS WITH YOU
BE CAREFUL ON THE RAILWAY LINES AND AT LEVEL CROSSINGS!
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ing the track or moving along it or on it, primarily mobile phones and headphones. In such a situation, so-called unintentional blindness occurs because the brain of people listening to
music or speech through headphones due to directing concentration on signals coming from the headphones ignores signals
from the environment and the person is not fully concentrated
on the trafﬁc situation.
In October 2020, the media reported a case when a 15-year-old
boy on a bicycle and with headphones in his ears tried to cross
the railway line in Požega, even though there was a railway sign
"Do not cross the railway line" nearby. He stopped by the
railway line, but because of headphones connected to his
mobile phone, he did not notice that a train was approaching
him from the left, nor did he hear the driver's signals. Fortunately, the train only hit the handle of the boy’s bicycle, he fell
into a side canal and ended up with minor injuries.
Due to this, but also cases with a much more tragic outcome in
which young people with headphones in their ears are participating, "The Train is Always Faster" campaign with the slogan
"You are listening to the wrong thing" especially emphasizes
the danger of crossing the line with headphones in your ears.
The fact that the Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of Croatia, within the National Road Safety Program, includes the use
of mobile phones while driving (speeding, alcohol consumption
and non-use of seat belts) as one of the four main killers in
trafﬁc.
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